
Care and Cleaning
skai® cool colors Venezia
Our innovative skai® Venezia impresses with its modern design and its cool colors technology. Proper cleaning techniques are key to 
ensure the longevity and the perfect look/appearance of our product. Each owner‘s usage rate varies on a day-to-day basis. 

The surface structure of this material has sharp peaks and valleys. Towel cleaning will not reach into the valleys of the structure- it will 
only wipe the surfaces of the peaks- therefore leaving residue which is visible to the eye.
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Stubborn Areas:

If a stain is still visible after normal cleaning: 
1. Spray area with cleaner. 
2. Use kitchen brush (flat bristles) and scrub East and West / North and South. 
3. Wipe with microfiber cloth; let dry. 
4. If an additional step is needed, use front detail scrub bristles on brush, scrubbing in the 

same directions as mentioned above. 

> Spray area with cleaner; 
let rest 10 seconds.

> Scrub area north to 
south- this cleans the 
vertical valleys.

> Scrub area in a swirling 
motion to clean the 
peaks.

> Scrub area east to 
west- this cleans the 
horizontal valleys.

> Ensure the removal of 
cleaning agent residue 
by wiping with a wet 
microfiber towel. Wipe 
dry.

Cleaning Instructions
After heavy use, immediately towel dry all areas of your boat to wipe away pooling water, and lift/remove seats to allow air drying 
of adjacent cushions.  Make sure all is dry before cleaning.  With light boat usage, dry and clean once per week. Proper drying 
techniques along with proper cleaning will aid in the longevity of our innovative skai® cool colors material.

Required Tools:
• Soft short hair brush or soft bristle brush (normal cleaning)
• Short handle kitchen brush with additional brush head (stubborn areas)
• Microfiber cloth
• Recommended skai® cleaner
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